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Andy celebrated his 1-year anniversary with HAP on January 4, 2022.  Despite the many challenges with 

COVID, he reflected fondly on his first year and briefly recapped 2021.  He gave much credit to his supportive 

Dining Team and looks forward to an exciting 2022 (and hopefully a year with less restrictions). 
 

2022 Dining Goals:   Andy reviewed a number of his dining goals for 2022 including: 

 Expand Grab-and-Go dining option; open Bistro for fast/casual lunch. 

 Schedule seasonal Saturday breakfasts 

 Enhance Happy Hour; ideas include wine tastings; craft beer offerings; HAP signature cocktail. 

 Link cooking demos/cooking classes. 

 “Pop-up” dining venues 

 “Perk Up with Andy” – an open forum with your friendly barista. 

 Andy to be more visible in the dining room. 

 Return to menus that were in place prior to staffing challenges & priority seating. 

 Capital Wish List items include:  1) Oneida Room refresh including Open Kitchen concept; 2) Bistro refresh; 

3) large, industrial portable grill; 4) new china, silverware, plate warmers. 

 To the extent possible, Andy will involve the Dining Committee in decision-making process. 

 Andy went on to share preliminary plans for the Open Kitchen (Show Kitchen) concept and explained his 

vision for a more informal dining experience at this space. 

 A review of Andy’s goals prompted the following comments: 

- Jeff:  Please consider replacing existing coffee machines with higher grade/upscale models; perhaps 

individual pod concept could be considered.  Andy agreed to research options & costs. 

- Joel requested that Andy consider waste management implications with use of individual coffee pods. 

- Nancy R. asked for clarification on when residents might expect to see a ‘return to more normal’ with 

regard to menu, Bistro, etc.  Andy replied that if staffing trends continue to move in the right direction 

we could return to a more normal scenario in February.   

Bistro: 

 Bistro will reopen next week at same capacity until we are able to hire a second Bistro server. 

 Jeff questioned implications for last-minute Bistro cancellations and/or no-shows.  Elizabeth recalled that a 

policy was established & communicated to all residents in January 2020 whereby the hosting resident 

would incur a charge equal to the value of 3 meal points per person in the party.  Since this policy was 

established under the former dining director, Andy offered to revisit the policy & reinforce. 

 Jeff asked if there is a mechanism for tracking who is being denied the opportunity to reserve the Bistro on 

nights when it is fully reserved.  With the current system, unfortunately the answer is no. 
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Other Updates:   

 On behalf of the Health Affairs Discussion Group, Dr. John Bennett has approached Andy about offering 

soups with a lower sodium content.  Since our soups consistently receive positive feedback, it will be a 

challenge to make a change like this & still please the majority.  Andy will start by introducing a garden 

vegetable soup with a low sodium vegetable base.  He will start with a small batch; offer info on sodium 

content; monitor to see how it is received. 

 As we move towards a reusable food container program in 2022, Andy has plans to meet with the Go 

Green Discussion Group in February to introduce the concept & get their feedback.   
 

Open Forum:  Q=Question; A=Answer; C=Comment; S=Suggestion 

 C:  Please consider offering more upscale vegetarian dishes to include Asian cuisine.  Andy shared that 

hibachi food preparation could possibly tie in with the Open Kitchen concept. 

 C:  While change is good, it is also hard for many residents.  Please don’t make too many sweeping changes 

at one time. 
 

Mission Statement:  Still on Andy’s radar:  Come up with a dining mission statement. 
 

Next meeting:  Tuesday, February 8, 2022 at 1:00 p.m. in Seneca Room 
 

Minutes recorded by:     

 

Ellie Forgach 

Administrative Assistant 


